Red Cliff
The Battle of Red Cliffs, otherwise known as the Battle of Chibi,
was a decisive battle at the end of the Han Dynasty, immediately
prior to the period of the Three Kingdoms in China. It was fought in
the winter of 208/9 AD between the allied forces of the southern
warlords Liu Bei and Sun Quan and the numerically superior forces
of the northern warlord Cao Cao. Liu Bei and Sun Quan
successfully frustrated Cao Cao's effort to conquer the land south of
the Yangtze River and reunite the territory of the Eastern Han
Dynasty. The allied victory at Red Cliffs ensured the survival of Liu
Bei and Sun Quan, gave them control of the Yangtze, and provided
a line of defence that was the basis for the later creation of the two
southern kingdoms of Shu Han and Eastern Wu.
Cao Cao = Wei (North)
Liu Bei = Shu (Southwest)
Sun Quan = Wu (Southeast)

The three main characters of the movie as shows above: Cao Cao (top), Zhuge Liang (bottom left), Zhou Yu (bottom
right)

LIU BEI'S CAMP

Liu Bei, lord of Shu
Respected benevolent leader of the southern provinces. He was
thought to be the ideal general who built a kingdom on loyalty,
humility, and Confucian ideals.

Zhuge Liang, Master Strategist
One of the three kingdoms era's most respected scholar,
strategist and inventor. A military super genius whose
brilliant strategies were thought to be "magic" by the people.

Guan Yu, Badass Bastard General from Hell
Currently deified and still worshipped in some places in China,
Guan Yu was known as one of the most badass warriors in

Chinese history, both powerful and righteous. The curvedblade polearm he was popular for wielding was named after
him.

Zhang Fei, Loud Brash General
He swore an oath of brotherhood with Liu Bei and Guan Yu.
He was an excellent general and powerful fighter, but known
to have a poor temper, alcoholic tendencies and brutish
demeanor.

Zhao Yun, Hero and General of the Standard
Not much is known historically about Zhao Yun, other than
the fact that he was sent by Liu Bei to areas that needed to be
put in order, to which Zhao Yun did quickly and decisively. He
was said to be charismatic, powerful, courageous and
unwaveringly loyal. (don’t confuse name with Zhou Yu, general
of the Wu during the Red Cliff campaign)

SUN QUAN'S CAMP

Sun Quan, Leader of Wu
Inherited his land at 18 from his brother, he is known for the
support of the common people, and gathering important people
to his causes.

Zhou Yu, Strategist for Sun Quan
Sun Quan's military advisor and the supreme commander of
the united forces against Cao Cao. He's responsible for most of
the strategems that appear in the battle of Red Cliffs. (don’t
confuse name with Zhao Yun, hero of the Shu)

Sun Shangxiang, Sister of Sun Quan
She received martial arts training and all her maidservants
wielded weapons, which was really weird for the time. She was
a kickass tomboy.

Gan Ning, Ex-Pirate Headstrong General
In his youth he led a gang of pirates. After kicking that
lifestyle, he joined up with Sun Quan and Zhou Yu.

Lu Su, Diplomat and Advisor
A wealthy advisor to Zhou Yu and the Wei kingdom, he also
acted as a liason with Liu Bei’s forces. A kind and capable
strategist, in the movie he also serves as a bit of comic relief.
Xiao Qiao, wife of Zhou Yu
Not much is known about her historically, other than being
"totally hot".

CAO CAO'S CAMP

Cao Cao (Ts'ao Ts'ao), Leader of the Wei
Once the highest chancellor, he became the ultimate warlord,
commanding most of the Emperor's forces. He's thought of as a
military genius and brilliant ruler, as well as a cruel and
merciless tyrant.

Zhang Liao, Seasoned Military General
Just an all around badass who was famous for participating in
many campaigns, and stopping the advance of Sun Quan's
army in the later parts of the Three Kingdoms era.

Zhang Yun, Nephew of Cai Mao
He travels with his uncle as a military official specializing in
naval operations.
Cai Mao, Naval Warfare Specialist
Surrenders early to Cao Cao, is granted a high status as naval
commander. Is promised even higher rank from Cao Cao
depending on the success of their naval campaign.

Jiang Gan, Civilian Official
An old classmate of Zhou Yu's, Cao Cao uses him to try to get
Zhou Yu to defect to Cao Cao's side.

